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He was no common poster kid.That tough FTW in-your-face attitude masks a TLC softie, who
meets his fate with courage, dignity and style. You have me into this, today obtain me out."Yo
God!" Jonathan's story will leave the reader questioning how he could manage all his conflicts especially those coping with faith.
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Yo God! She is blessed with an excellent, outré and outrageous sense of humor that the God’s
passed on to her son. Jay’s Story’ to my Kindle App, I was impressed with the honesty of the
writer’s knowledge about the heartache experienced in the twenty-one years of her loving
child’s time on the planet.Fighting against the world alone, the girl verbally attacked everyone.
Her husband, her other children, doctors, hospitals, friends, religious beliefs and the
establishment. From the opening paragraph to the middle chapters about her and her son’s
encounter with a motorcycle gang, and of the specifically trained pet who became Jay’s best
friend to the emotional last goodbye, the tale will hold your attention. :) Yo God! Siblings Maria
who's a few years over the age of Jay; While reading “Yo God! Jay's Story is normally " a most
poignant story and a significant lesson for parents,siblings and everyone who come in touch
with a handicapped person. I don't believe anyone can quite understand what it's like except
those who have been through it themselves. I can certainly relate to it, having a handicapped kid
myself. JUST READ IT. "We read nonfiction to understand. We read fiction to develop." (Anon.)
June Kempf's composing is both a learning and empathy developing experience. Learn about
Duchenne's Muscular Dystrophy and vicariously ride an psychological roller coaster starting
with a mischievous tot Jonathon, a.k. . Jay. June Kempf has a thing that is a wonder to behold.
Ron is the father and anchor of the family members who under no circumstances abandons
them as some perform when confronted with increasing a dystrophic child. June is the loving
mother who nearly loses her faith in God when confronted by endless challenges in looking
after and obtaining an education for Jay. The happy peaks come from the sense of humor that
seems endemic to the family. I had a need to stop reading on several occasions as tears loaded
my eye. A textbook on the perseverance, commitment, compassion and courage it required to
face overwhelming challenges for a long time. You'll encounter a loving gran'ma-mom-in-law
"Nana" who's prophetic in determining June's guardian angel. Heartbreaking and Heartfelt Like
of Parents This memoir is about a mother who wants his son's memory to live on in literature. I
browse/listened to Yo God! Jay's Story on my Kindle in 2 days. Yo, God! I'll just explain the happy
peaks because the valleys are progressively disheartening stages of the Duchenne's disease.
Five Stars This is a well- written heart-felt account of love. She was a mother to a child with
Duchene’s Muscular Dystrophy, a kind of MD which gradually eats away at youth and vigor.
Duchene’s can be a killer and the move towards loss of life is slow and cruel; Jonathan Kempf, a
promising youthful artist, died in a wheel chair at age 21, that magical number when a child
becomes an adult. Jonathan was raised to die. June Kempf could have written a story wallowing
in sadness and the grueling agonies that Jonathan, she, her hubby and other two children had to
endure, but she didn’t. Jay's Story After downloading ‘Yo God! And through fifteen years and
actually the redrafting of a story that was once 150 thousand words – and if you desire to know
very well what diligence is certainly try editing a 5000 word doc – she has managed to provide
us her heart’s delight – the story of her boy’s life and hers, but above all her faith that she would
live on to tell the globe about her charming boy who scooted through his high school on . with
blazing flames painted on the cowling and leather studded saddle bags strapped to its
framework.a. Wait, let June herself tell you:"This is no common wheelchair!"This is a customized
3 wheeled, highly charged kick-ass mean machine decked away to resemble a great motorbike;
. It exuded power, swiftness and toughness - all that were denied to Jonathan. To Jonathan, his
chair have been a facilitator of independence lifting his youthful and fragile spirit such as a
marvelous magic carpeting; taking him places his legs couldn't move and opening doorways
that appeared slammed shut in his encounter.Yo, God is a testament to love: a mother’s love for
her child, a son’s like for his mother and her family’s love and endurance for each other

regardless of coping with a wicked and debilitating disease that removes the Protagonist from
the tale. But the true protagonist in Yo, God is definitely June Kempf.She is the mother, friend,
supervisor, manager, group captain and lobbyist that people should all have in our lives whether
we be sick or well. I recommend this memoir, you will not be able to put it down. If June
Capossela Kempf, is scanning this, “Hugs for you for the courage demonstrated throughout your
battle to increase what you known as ‘a regular kid’. An emotional roller coaster of natural joy,
monumental strength. I had hardly ever known the amazing trials of being the mother of a
disabled kid or the trials JJ confronted. dotted with moments of sincere weakness and actuality
of loving and caring for a disabled child. Well done, written from the heart, JJ lives on. In other
words, she is a testament to the human being spirit in divine action against all odds.. Many
thanks June, for shedding light onto a topic which most people don't understand. True tales are
always the very best reads, June is normally a genuine person and these tales are authentic, I
grew up with this family, most of us lived on a single street, their daughter Maria used to babysit
me.Fortunate never to have any kind of handicapped children of my own born with a loss of life
sentence, it is impossible for me personally or anyone else searching in from the outside to
understand the torture of not merely the child, but his family members around him.
Nevertheless, this book presents a keyhole view to the reader of the devastation that one family
member's serious disability brings to the entire family. Jay’s Tale” I suggest having a Kleenex
package nearby.The writer shares her saga - dealing with situations throughout her twenty-one
years' journey with her son - coping with Muscular Dystrophy. It really is an chance to learn of
how June and her family members survived a devastating challenge. Yo God!Though it is a hardto-deal with issue,it really is pleasantly told with humor and sincerity."Sara Ronen , author: The
cost of a Passport This is true love. EVERY family should go through this publication. and
brother Chris, who is a few years over the age of Maria, both effectively perform their own
hilarious ritual of exorcism casting The Devil out of Jay! This is true love. She's humor and the
power in her composing to get at the guts of a very hard story to inform. It is a web page turner
that I could not deposit. As a reader,I became emotionally included and sympathized with all
members of this beautiful family members and the reaction of those they encountered. Jay's
Story is an important reserve. I likely to be be depressed and was delighted to end up being
mistaken. June's devotion to her boy was inspiring and courageous. His siblings were even more
useful and accepting of their backseat roles during Jay's short life than I expected. They truly are
a particular family. I advise anyone who has faced increasing a terminally ill child to read this
reserve. The compelling tale is helpful and flows smoothly from one event to the next. An
Author's Tale of her Severely Handicapped Child That is a well constructed memoir about the
author's journey with her youngest son, both suffering over the years as his body wastes from
Muscular Dystrophy and he approaches his final days at the young age of twenty-one. The tale
may also be uplifting, sometimes painful, but always shifting. I also recommend this book to any
unique education teacher who desires to understand their profession better.We highly
recommend this reserve to any parent of a child with not merely Muscular Dystrophy but with
any kind of handicapping or lifestyle threatening issue. Jay's Story June Capossela Kempf's, 'Yo
God! I wont elaborate on the Bikers, Jerry Lewis and Jerry's Kids, or Barney the assistance dog,
you'll appreciate reading of their reference to Jay yourself. I could say with confidence that June
Capossela Kempf is certainly more than successful. This is not only the story of her son's
lifestyle, but of a mother who wished to ensure her child got everything out of his life with his
disability. Very heartfelt and incredibly well-written. You aren't alone! A heartwarming tale of an
unbearable struggle and a family group devotion to Jay an extremely special individual. The

Kempf family endured years of heartache and tears however in their struggle to raise Jonathan
they found a special unity, respect and love for each other. Ron, Jay's dad was more uplifting and
patient than many husbands will be. The publication brought tears and smiles as I read it. A
loving tribute to a special angel...
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